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Abstract. A five-electrode ion optical system and a cylindrical energy analyzer
were developed. They allow the energy and mass distribution of ions emitted
from liquid metal ion sources to be measured. The five-electrode immersion lens
works in deceleration mode retarding the ions down to 80 eV. The energy analyzer
was designed to have a to1rnidal electric field and can focus the ions in two
perpendicular directions.
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1. Introduction
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In the last decade a significant role in ion modification techniques has been played by

focused ion beams (FIB). The FIB are used as tool for material analysis in scanning
ion microscopy and secondary ion mass spectrometry [1, 2], ion beam assisted etching
and deposition [3, 4] for diagnostic and mask repair. Considerable rise of interest in
using FIB was observed after the invention of liquid metal ion sources (LMIS) [5, 6].
A liquid metal ion source has many attractive features such as simple construction,
high brightness and low power consumption. Despite of the large amount of studies on
LMIS a lot of problems on ion emission mechanisms still have to be resolved in order to
optimize its operation. They refer to the way and the place of formation of the various
types of ions and how the composition of alloy LMIS influences the relative abundance
of different ions and their energy distributions. The latter is important for the design of
ion optics if one wants to avoid chromatic aberrations. To answer these questions one
has to have a lot of experimental results on emission characteristics like mass-spectrum,
energy and angle distribution of ions emitted from alloy LMIS. For these purposes we
designed and built an ion optical system for measurement of angular distribution of
energy and mass selected ions, including two immersion lenses, a two-electrode and
a four-electrode one and a cylindrical energy analyzer with torroidal field distribution.
This system is coupled to a quadrupole mass spectrometer. The ion optical system can
retard the ion beam emitted from a liquid metal ion source down to 1 % of initial ion
energy and focus it on an entrance aperture of the energy analyzer.
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The calculated energy resolution of the energy analyzer is about 1 eV at energy 80 eV.
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2. Experimental Setup and Calculations
Our experimental setup consists of a conunercial ultra-high vacuum chamber USU-4
and a commercial quadmpole mass spectrometer. The mass spectrometer resolution is
of about 1 amu per charge over the whole mass range.
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Figure 1 shows the optical colurnn with the energy analyzer. The ion source together
with the extractor can be rotated around the axis passing through the emission tip and
perpendicular to the optical axis and we can obtain the angular distribution of the
emitter ions. This rotatable stage can change the angle between -35 ° to 35 °. The ion
optical system consists of two immersion lenses. The first one is a two-electrode type and
reduces the ion beam energy down to 18 % of the initial one. Under the field of this lens
the ion beam is focused at an intennediate aperture before the second immersion lens.
This latter consists of four electrodes and retards the ion beam down to energy of 1 %
of the initial ion energy and ensures the final focusing of the ion beam on the entrance
aperture of the energy analyzer. For estimating the optical properties of this ion optical
column we used a computer procedure for tracing the ion trajectories. This routine
includes t\vo main parts. In the field-calculating part the integral equation method is used
to obtain the field distribution within the optical column. The second part calculates the
trajectory of a given ion with initial energy, direction angle and coordinates. The program
can optimize one parameter after another to obtain best focusing. Fig. 2 illustrates the
ion trajectories simulated at different starting angles. The corresponding potentials of
each electrode are given too.
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Fig. 3. Schematics of the energy analyzer.
A is the inner electrode with radius Ra and
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The electrostatic energy analyzer is designed with cylindrical symmetry and torroidal
field distribution. The latter is obtained when we put counter electrodes positioned as
shown in Fig. 3. Such a geometry ensures focusing in two directions, in contrast to
conventional type cylindric energy analyzers, therefore enhancing the transmittance of
the analyzer. The physical parameters of our analyzer are as follows: middle trajectory
radius Rm is 51 mm , the distance between the cylindrical electrodes is 10 mm , the
analyzer width is 20 mm , the distance bet\veen counter electrodes is 24 mm , the
deflection angle is 90 °. To minin1ize the effect of the energy analyzer ends on the
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electric field, we introduced a conection following [7] Herzog for the entrance and exit
apertures of the analyzer. Fig. 4 illustrates the dependence of the aperture diameter on
the distance between the aperture and the analyzer when the analyzer end is set at zero
potential. The aperture diameter of our analyzer is 2 mm.
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Fig. 5. Potential distribution inside the energy analyzer
a - Ua = -5 .12 V, Ub = 4.64 V, Uc = 0 V
b - Ua = - 5.12 V, Ub = 4.64 V, Uc = 4 V

Figure 5 shows a three-dimensional view of the calculated potential distribution inside
the energy analyzer. For these calculations the potentials are taken as follows: Ua =
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-5.12 V, Ub = 4.64 V, Uc = 0 V Figure 5a or Uc = 4 V Fig. 5b. Ua is the inner
electrode potential, Ub is the outer electrode potential and Uc is the counter-electrode
potential. It is clearly seen that when Uc = 0 V near the medium radius the potential
is similar to that of a conventional energy analyzer. When Uc = 4 V the potential has
torroidal symmetry, but the zero level potential is shifter towards the inner electrode.
For a wide range of Uc the potential at R= changes linearly with Uc. This dependence
is shown in Fig. 6. In that case the potentials U a and Ub remained constant.
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Fig. 6. Dependence of the medium trajectory potential against Uc
Ua = -5 .12 V and Ub = 4.64 V

3. Conclusions
An electrostatic system for energy distribution measurements was designed and optimized by computer simulations. This experimental system built was coupled for a
quadrupole mass-spectrometer, for measuring the mass spectra of energy-resolved ions.
The system is designed to work with LMIS. With this setup we can measure angleresolved energy distributions of mass-separated ions. This gives the opportunity to
investigate various type LMI sources for a better understanding of the ion emission
mechanisms.
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